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STRAY DECoRUM
George Singleton

Dzanc Books, 220 pages

George Singleton is the righteous 
Southern swami of short fiction, 
which is basically the only kind he 
cares to offer up these days . Though 
he has a couple of novels under his 
belt, Singleton once observed, “The 
difference between reading a novel 
and reading a short story is like 
drinking cough syrup instead of 
drinking bourbon to get drunk . One 

can get drunk on cough syrup, but it sure takes a long time .” 
And like a good shot of bourbon, a healthy dose of Singleton works 

fast and is guaranteed to clear the funk right out of your head, as cer-
tainly is the case with his new collection, Stray Decorum . Like many 
of his previous stories, the eleven in this offbeat batch stay close to 
home, which is upstate South Carolina for the writer and most of his 
wacky characters . Singleton has a proven knack for weaving places 
and characters from story to story, creating an underpinning that 
makes you understand these folks, wild and crazy as they can be, are 
of a place where that’s just fine, and maybe even verging on some sort 
of normal . Where else, except somewhere on Singleton’s Unknown 
Branch of the Saluda River, are you going to find a misguided realtor 
named Fine Human, a woman who lives on a houseboat and wears 
fire-retardant panties because she might spontaneously combust, or 
a married couple whose story of how they met “basically came down 
to ‘bar’ and ‘false pregnancy?’”

Another unifying element of this collection is the presence of 
dogs, with not a pedigreed pooch in the pack . These are mutts who 
fit perfectly with the misfits, misapplied and mixed-up human souls 
around them . There’s Tapeworm Johnson, a stray that showed up 
with “ribs as visible as anything you’d order down at Clem and Lyda’s 
Barbecue Shack off Scenic Highway 11 .” And Murray, a part Boston 
terrier, part beagle with the prominent underbite of an Ivy League 
graduate, who nearly falls victim to a stoner-poet dogsitter . 

Or the pup in “Humans Being” whose addled owner shows up at a 
guy’s door and describes her missing pet as “about half pit bull, half 
retriever, half shepherd, and half chow,” and named Blanche after 
the Tennessee Williams character . Then there are the homemade 
pine coffins (“Here lies Rex—1953–1962”) that rise from the muck 
in “The First to Look Away” when Stet Looper’s dad decides to dig a 
moat around the family’s house . 

The dogs muddle along through life with their human counter-
parts, and it’s sometimes difficult to tell who’s got a better grip on 
things . Most of Singleton’s gang are “muddlers,” even the ones with 
degrees and decent jobs . His characters, according to a past inter-
view, are “endeavoring to play a game of chess even though they’re 
missing some important pieces .” Yet, they’re generally well-inten-
tioned folks who take life as it presents itself, accept the hard knocks 
and attempt to make the best of it, though some struggle with exis-
tential verve against the backward roll of the rock . Such as Bob in 
“Humans Being” who graduated with a degree in art history and a 
minor in philosophy, but whose self-admitted strength is erasing the 
past . There’s Edward Johnson, a divorced basket-weaver and owner 
of the aforementioned Tapeworm, who finds himself in the presence 
of a loopy female and considers faking speaking in tongues to scare 
her away .

Semi-normal or slightly demented, Singleton gives all his char-
acters fair treatment as the stories unfold in his efficiently spare 
prose that keeps 
things moving 
but never over-
whelms . His 
descriptive gift 
produces such 
gems as the row 
of four fisher-
man in a bar 
“who emitted a 
variety of odors 
that started with 
floating-fish-on-
stagnant-water 
and ended with 
nightcrawler-guts-
on-hands,” and are being served by a bartender with “the same 
head shape as a Beluga whale .” As usual, his ear for local vernacular 
and colloquialisms is impeccable, with dialogue that rolls along as 
smoothly as the Unknown Branch of the Saluda River . It’s a very 
effective matter-of-fact approach perfectly in keeping with the nature 
of the people and places on which Singleton focuses—he spots the 
warts and foibles, but respects the rights of his characters to have 
them and doesn’t make fun of anybody .

As always with Singleton’s stories, be careful if you’re reading them 
while sipping a PBR—which you may feel driven to—because there’s 
something funny or outrageous enough on just about every page to 
make you blow beer out your nose . –Gary Carter
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